
End Citizens United is a community of more than 3 million Americans, from all 
walks of life, committed to ending the tidal wave of unlimited and undisclosed 
money that has reshaped our politics and damaged our democracy.

Who Is End Citizens United?
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To end Big Money in politics and fix our rigged political system by electing campaign 
finance reform champions, passing state ballot measures, and elevating this issue in 
the national conversation. We will work in partnership with these champions to 
overturn Citizens United and end the unlimited and undisclosed money in politics.

We’ll work towards the mission by:
§ Electing pro-reform candidates
§ Raising the issue of money in politics as a national priority
§ Working with ballot measure campaigns to pass pro-reform laws in the states
§ Using grassroots membership to demonstrate political power on the issue of 

money in politics

Our Mission
END
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How Does ECU Support Campaigns?

§ Endorse candidates and give PAC contributions
§ In 2016, ECU endorsed 114 candidates and helped elect 65 -

including 3 new U.S. Senators and 16 new U.S. Representatives

§ Campaign Support
§ Fundraising
§ Communications and Research
§ Advocacy
§ Paid Media

§ Polling/message guidance on money in politics
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Key Findings From 
Polling & Focus Groups

• There has rarely been a time when voters have been more alienated from the political class. 
“Money in politics” is not some boring, distant issue voters do not care about it; voters 
understand the corruption of democracy has a direct impact on their daily lives.

• From a messaging perspective, this issue not only energizes base voters (who are key in an off-
year election likely to be decided by turnout), but moves key groups of swing voters 
(particularly Independents) more than conventional Democratic issues.

• The villain is key – voters believe that politicians, more so than special interests, are at fault 
for the problem of money in politics. But, outside of politicians, the next biggest villain is the 
pharmaceutical companies.

• Although Democrats have an advantage, nearly half the electorate cannot distinguish the 
parties on reducing the interests of money in politics. But our research shows that candidates 
benefit from raising this issue – even if they are attacked for hypocrisy.
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Voters Are Angry At The 
System and Blame 

Politicians
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The Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens United decision opened the door for corporate 
special interests and billionaires to spend unlimited amounts of money on 
elections. The decision quickly took a toll on our political system, drastically 
changing the cost, conduct and transparency of American elections.

The Problem: Citizens United

Total Outside Spending (Center for Responsive Politics)
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Would you say the government is pretty much 
run by a few big interests looking out for 
themselves, or for the benefit of all the people?

The Blame Goes To: Politicians
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big donors
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Trade agreements

Regulations

Taxes

Corporations

Wall Street
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Government
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Politicians

A lot of blame

“Recently there has been a lot of talk about how many families 
have not really benefitted from the economic recovery and 
continue to struggle economically. I am going to read you the 
names of some different entities. For each one, please indicate 
how much blame they deserve for this problem -- do they 
deserve a lot of blame, some blame, or no blame at all for why 
many families continue to struggle economically?”
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...Including For Economic Woes
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Which of these statements do you agree with MORE, even 
if neither perfectly represents your opinion?

Our government is rigged 
in favor of corporations and 

the wealthy

Our economy is rigged in 
favor of corporations and 

the wealthy

Clinton Voters
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Which of these statements do you agree with MORE, even 
if neither perfectly represents your opinion?

42

58

34

66

27

73

33

67Self-interested politicians 
are to blame for rigging the 

economy in favor of 
corporations and the 

wealthy

Greedy corporations are 
to blame for rigging the 
economy in their favor

Overall

Trump Voters
Clinton Voters
Non-Voters

Overall
Trump Voters
Clinton Voters
Non-Voters

White non college workers are more likely to believe the 
government is rigged than the economy, and blame 
politicians more than corporations for economic unfairness.



While Democrats have an advantage on which party would do a 
better job of reducing the influence of special interest money…
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Democrat Neither Both/DK Republican

Improving education and making 
college more affordable

Lowering healthcare costs

Reducing the influence of special interest 
money in government and elections

Creating jobs and increasing incomes

Reforming our immigration system

Reducing taxes and government 
spending

Protecting America from terrorism
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“I’m going to read 
you another list of 
issues.  This time, 
I’d like you to tell 
me which political 
party you think 
will do a better 
job handing that 
issue”

…nearly a quarter of voters responded “neither” on this question. This initial 
advantage is good but there is room to grow. 



$ In Politics Is A Priority 
For Voters
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Reforming our immigration system

Reducing taxes and government spending

Improving education and making college more affordable
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Battleground (2017)
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Montana (2017)

National (2016)

Top Priority Among INDEPENDENTS: %10 on 1-10 scale

Reducing the influence of special interest money in politics is as big a priority to Independents 
(and voters overall) as “creating jobs and increasing incomes” and “lowering healthcare costs.” And in 
focus groups, participants ultimately blamed money in politics for EVERYTHING wrong in Washington.

Priority for VotersEND
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UNITED
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“Who is the puppet 
master? Who are 
we really voting 

for.” (MT) 

“Pharmaceutical 
companies 

raising the cost of 
medicine.”  (MT) 

“We get screwed. Look 
at Flint, Michigan. The 
big corporations, they 

have good water.”  
(NV)

“Rich 
working for 

the rich.” (WI)

“It is a big 
problem. Who 
listens to the 

common voice?” 
(NV) 

“Money can buy a 
politician.” (WI)



An October 2017 
Washington Post / University 
of Maryland poll showed that 
more than anything else, 
Americans believe money 
in politics is at the root of 
Washington’s dysfunction.
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How much, if at all, do you blame each 
of the following for causing 
dysfunction in the U.S. political system?
• 96 percent of voters said they 

blame money in politics “a lot” or 
“some,” including 65 percent who 
responded “a lot.”

• 94 percent of voters said they 
blame wealthy political donors “a 
lot” or “some,” including 56 percent 
who responded “a lot.”



OPTION 1: The amount of money that 
special interests spend on political 
campaigns impacts issues that affect me 
or my family.

OPTION 2: Even though I may not like 
how much special interests spend on 
political campaigns, it does not impact 
issues that affect me or my family.

Voters do not need to be convinced that money in elections matters. In fact, 65% of 
voters say that special interests spending money in elections affects them or 
their families. 

Impact on Daily Life

65% 

21% 

14% 
Option 1

Option 2

Not Sure
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Moving Key Voters
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• In late July, an ECU survey showed Catherine Cortez Masto underperforming Joe 
Heck with key voters, including Hispanics and Independents.

• ECU tested a battery of reform messages vs. a battery of generic messages, finding 
that the reform track moved key demographics

Full 
Sample Reform Track Conventional 

Track
Initial 
Vote

Post 
Doubts

Net 
Diff.

Post 
Doubts

Net 
Diff.

Total 45-50 48-48 +7 46-48 +5
Independent 37-55 44-52 +17 35-52 -2
Unaffiliated 40-57 56-41 +24 35-59 -1
Hispanic 52-42 64-33 +24 53-41 +10

15
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Nevada 2016 Case Study

• ECU then ran two TV ads on money in politics
• A follow-up poll found that 1) the race had 

closed among key groups, and 2) there was 
clear recognition of the ads in open-ends.
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Impact of $ in Politics Msgs 

Impact of conventional Dem msgs
+8

+7

$ in Politics – Conv. Dem msg

+15

Groups Most Impacted by Money 
in Politics Messages

WISCONSIN (2017)
Ø Rural voters +30
Ø Smwt Conservative +24
Ø Non-college Indep +21

MONTANA (2017)
Ø Moderate Men +21
Ø Non-college Indep +18
Ø Rural voters +17

NEVADA (2016)
Ø Latinos +24
Ø Non-white men +22
Ø Independents +17

Impact of Money in Politics Msgs vs. Conventional Dem Msgs
Among INDEPENDENTS
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Heller Disapproval Rate
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Heller Vote

ECU conducted an experiment on the effectiveness of campaign finance messaging with Nevada voters. Three 
treatment groups each received persuasion mail targeting Dean Heller on Medicare, unlimited special interest 
money, and foreign money in the political system. A survey was conducted before and after the mail to determine 
Heller’s favorability and the vote vs. a generic Democrat. The campaign finance messages were more effective at 
moving Independent and non-college voters.

Nevada 2017 Experiment



Hypocrisy Research
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ATTACKED FOR HYPOCRISY? Focusing on the need to defeat candidates who support the status 
quo on money in politics is a very effective response to charges of hypocrisy, and is far more effective 
than a more defensive response focused on a candidate’s lack of control over outside groups. 
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"Unilaterally disarm" "Un-rig the system"
Hypocrisy Attack Response

HYPOCRISY ATTACK: Candidates who want to reduce the role of special interests 
but still take contributions from them and allow them to spend money on their 
behalf are hypocrites. If they want to reform our politics, they should not accept 
money from special interests or allow them to spend money on their behalf.

“UNILATERALLY DISARM” RESPONSE: If one candidate refuses to accept the 
money while the other does not, it creates an unequal playing field that will 
allow the special interests to win. Candidates cannot legally control special 
interests or how much money they spend anyway.

“UN-RIG THE SYSTEM” RESPONSE: The only way to reduce the influence of 
special interests and change our political system is to defeat candidates who 
want to allow special interests to continue spending unlimited amounts of 
money to influence our elections. We must elect candidates who support limits 
on how much special interests can spend on our elections.

END
CITIZENS
UNITED The Best Response? Fix The System



…and even when a Democrat is 
attacked on hypocrisy, a conversation 

on money in politics is beneficial.

ATTACK: The Democrat says the Republican is in the pocket of special interests who are 
spending unlimited amounts of money to elect him to do their bidding. The Democrat 
says this flood of money is corrupt because it means the Republican is looking out for 
the special interests supporting him, rather than real people who want lower 
prescription drug prices and higher wages. The Democrat says we need to change our 
corrupt political system so it works for real people, by limiting how much special 
interests can spend on our elections and requiring that all political donations are public.

RESPONSE: The Republican says that the Democrat is a hypocrite. The Republican says 
the Democrat has been in Washington for years, has taken takes thousands from special 
interests and corporations, and has even gotten richer while doing so. Plus, the 
Republican says that if anyone is corrupt it is the Democrat who lets big unions and 
liberal special interests spend secret and unlimited amounts of money on his behalf. The 
Republican says these attacks are just politics as usual.

COUNTER-RESPONSE: The Democrat says that the only way to solve the problem is to 
actually fix the broken system, but that when given the opportunity the Republican has 
voted against doing that since he’s bought and paid for by the special interests who 
want to keep the system the same. The Democrat supports plans to stop special 
interests from spending unlimited amounts of money, make sure all secret donations are 
disclosed, so that politicians pay more attention to real people than their special 
interests backers. The Democrat says the only way to give the voters back their voices is 
to elect candidates who want to change the current system like he does.

Initial        Attack    Response Counter
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Running As A Reformer
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50%

57%

61%

61%

62%

62%

62%

69%A candidate who supports requiring special interests to 
disclose all the money they spend on political campaigns

A candidate who supports limiting the amount of money 
special interests can spend on political campaigns

A candidate who refuses to accept money from Wall 
Street

A candidate who refuses to accept money from federal 
lobbyists

A candidate who helps fund their campaign with their 
own personal money

A candidate who publicly calls for all special interests 
groups to not air TV ads in their political campaign

A candidate who refuses to accept corporate PAC money

A candidate who refuses to accept money from drug 
companies

Total Serious About Reform (8-10)
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Demonstrating Seriousness on Reform
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Very Convincing Reason to Support Democratic Candidate Overall Und

[MIDDLE CLASS/NOT SPECIAL INTERESTS] This Democratic candidate says that instead of giveaways to special interests, 
we should grow the economy for real people by rebuilding our crumbling infrastructure, ensuring jobs pay a living wage and 
helping consumers by lowering the cost of prescription drugs and cracking down on big corporations that gouge consumers 

51% 49%

[DARK MONEY/TOOLS TO SUCCEED] This Democratic candidate wants to require all political donations be made public so 
that special interests cannot secretly influence our elections. This Democrat says the influence of these special interests is the 
reason politicians do not focus on the real needs of people, like increasing career training and making college more affordable 

49% 48%

[PRESCRIPTION DRUGS & CORPORATIONS] This Democratic candidate says too many families are being squeezed by 
rising prices, especially for prescription drugs.  This Democrat says we need to help consumers by lowering the cost of 
prescription drugs and cracking down on big corporations that gouge consumers 

48% 30%

[TOOLS TO SUCCEED/CAREER TRAINING] This Democratic candidate says too many Americans don’t have the right skills to 
find good paying jobs. This Democrat says we need to build an economy that works for everyone by giving people the tools they
need to get a good paying job by increasing career training and making college more affordable 

45% 33%

[INFRASTRUCTURE/LIVING WAGE] This Democratic candidate says the economy is not working the way it should for many 
families. This Democrat says we can grow the economy and create jobs by rebuilding our roads, bridges and crumbling 
infrastructure. And we need to ensure a living wage for every American who has a job 

43% 29%

[LIMITING SPECIAL INTERESTS] This Democratic candidate says we will never be able to make an economy that works for 
real people until we reduce the influence of special interests on politicians by limiting the amount of money that corporations and 
special interests can spend on political campaigns 

42% 35%

Democratic economic messaging that include references to reforming 
politics (in blue) scored better than pure economic messaging (in green).  END
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UNITED
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This is particularly the case for voters who said they were undecided on the generic vote.
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Post Arguments

Initial

Democrat Neither Both/DK Republican

Economic messaging that included reform did a slightly better job moving attitudes 
about which party would be better at “creating jobs and increasing incomes.”
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Economy Only

Economy + Reform
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Messaging
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Messaging on Money in Politics

Unlimited / undisclosed special interest spending in elections
§ Across all of our polling, the issue of special interests spending unlimited money to influence 

elections as well as the issue of “dark money” have been top concerns.
Foreign money in elections
§ The potential for foreign money to enter in to our elections has often risen to the top as a concern, 

though it remains to be seem how Russia could affect this issue.
Tying money in politics to key issues
§ There can be success in connecting money in politics to the everyday lives of voters. In focus groups, 

we’ve seen voters blame money in politics for everything wrong, including gridlock, drug prices, etc.
Tying money in politics to the economy
§ More recent polling we’ve seen indicates that supporting reform and taking on special interests is a 

key part of laying out an economic agenda and showing a commitment to action.
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Language and Framing is KeyEND
CITIZENS
UNITED Keep it simple and don’t rely too much on unfamiliar terms. Remember, national polling in 2016 

found intense support for reducing the influence of money in politics, but little support for 
“overturning Citizens United”.

16%

44%

52%

54%

55%

57%

63%

Overturning the Citizens United decision

Raising the minimum wage

Guaranteeing family medical leave insurance so that employees can take time off to care 
for a new child or sick relative

Ending tax breaks for companies that ship jobs overseas

Passing a constitutional amendment to limit the amount of money that corporations can 
donate to  political campaigns and eliminating secret donations "dark money"

Limiting the amount of  money that corporations can donate to  political campaigns

Limiting the amount of money that corporations can donate to  political campaigns. 
Eliminating secret donations "dark money"

Support - Strongly Support - Somewhat



Define	the	
problem	

My	opponent	is	bought	and	
paid	for	by/in	the	pocket	of	

the	special	interests

The	problem	is	worse than	
it	used	to	be	because	

special	interests	can	now
give	unlimited	amounts	of	

secret	money

Describe	the	
impact	

Special	interests	have	too	
much	influence	at	the	expense	

of	regular	people,	which	
means	higher	prescription	

prices,	etc.

Secret	donations	mean	
foreign	companies	and	

governments	can	influence	
American	elections	without	

the	public	knowing

Provide	a	
solution

I	want	to	limit	the	
amount	of	money	
special	interests	can	

donate

I	want	to	make	special	
interest	donations	

public	so	that	foreign	
interests	can't	secretly	
influence	American	

elections

IF ATTACKED, DO NOT:
•Defend the way things are.
• Try to explain the need for money to run 
your campaign.
• Say you have to take the money because you 
refuse to unilaterally disarm.
• Say you have no legal control over Super 
PACs.

IF ATTACKED, DO:
• Say you are the only candidate who wants to 
change the system.
• Say we must defeat candidates like my 
opponent who wants to keep letting special 
interests spend unlimited amounts of money.
• Say you want the PEOPLE to have their 
voices back.

Tips & Talking PointsEND
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Final Takeaways

1. Messages on reducing the influence of money in politics are 
more effective at moving swing voters towards Democratic 
candidates than conventional Democratic messages.

2. Voters are hungry for change, but Democrats are currently forced 
to focus on blocking bad Republican legislation. That can risk 
casting the party as defenders of the status quo. This issue gives 
Democrats a unique opportunity to be the party of change.
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Test It!END
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Potential Language for Negative
(OPPONENT) is bought and paid for special interests who can spend 
unlimited amount of money keeping him in Washington. That is why 
he opposes reforms that would stop special interests from spending 
unlimited amounts of money, make sure all secret donations are 
disclosed and keep foreign money out of our democracy.

Last year, big drug companies gave XXX dollars in campaign 
donations to (OPPONENT). Little wonder why he/she opposes 
allowed Medicare to negotiate for lower drug prices and opposes 
reforms that would stop special interests from spending unlimited 
amounts of money keeping people like him in office.

Wages are not keeping up with rising costs because corporate 
lobbyists and special interests have too much influence over our 
political leaders. (OPPONENT) accepted XXX in special interest 
money so that manufacturing jobs can continue to be shipped 
overseas and the top one percent can keep the lion’s share income.

Potential Language for Positive
(CANDIDATE) supports plans to stop special interests from 
spending unlimited amounts of money, make sure all secret 
donations are disclosed, so that politicians pay more attention to 
real people than special interests backers.

Too many politicians are bought and sold by special interests. That 
is why (CANDIDATE) plans to stop special interests from spending 
unlimited amounts of money, make sure all secret donations are 
disclosed and flush foreign money out of our democracy.

Last year, big drug companies gave XXX million dollar to politician 
who do their bidding in Congress. Little wonder Congress refuses 
to allow Medicare to negotiate for lower drug costs. That is why 
(CANDIDATE) plans to stop special interests from spending 
unlimited amounts of money, so that politicians do their jobs and 
focus on things like lowering health care cost, rather than making 
drug companies richer.
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